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Introduction 

As the owner of a camera you have two basic choices. You can use the camera literally to record 

events and objects or in other words to take photographs. Or you can make photographs that are 

more creative and which communicate your ideas. 

The choice is yours. 

Cameras are basically mechanical devices that on their own cannot do anything. They cannot think, 

do not have ideas, are not selective and have no power to interpret or inform. They are nothing 

more than a tool. A tool that creative photographers use to make photographs that inform, move, 

educate or influence the viewer through the use of visual language. 

In camera club circles the emphasis on technical quality has grown to the extent that it has largely 

become the sole factor on which photographs are appraised. It is the measuring stick by which 

camera club competition photographs are generally judged. Technical quality that is governed by a 

myriad of rules - many of which do not exist outside the camera club world.  

The fact is that technical quality is the pigeon not the message. In literature we use words, structure 

and grammar as the technical factors that make what we write readable by others. In photography 

we should use technical quality to make our  photographs readable by others. We should use 

technical quality as the carrier for our communication and not let it become the sole message. 

Taking Photographs 

Taking photographs is a very mechanical process. When you press the shutter reflected light from 

everything within the camera's view is recorded. This is not an unimportant process. Without this 

recording much of our visual history would not exist. The vast majority of the photographs taken 

each hour of each day could be classified as record photographs - snippets of life that grow in value 

with the passing of time. Consider the family photograph and the fond memories it engenders 

decades down the track. We should never lose sight of the power that photography has in its ability 

to record in a much more accurate fashion than any other visual recording process.  

The artist can paint a scene but their vision will always influence the result and cast some doubt over 

its accuracy. The scribe will use words to make a record but words can be taken out of context or 

may have slightly different meaning or emphasis to different people. Only a record photograph can 

capture the scene or event in a way that approaches a truly accurate representation. A photograph 

will never be a 100% accurate record because at the time of taking it the photographer will make 

decisions about lens focal length, composition, what to include and, importantly, what to exclude 

and when to actually press the shutter. These factors all potentially reduce the accuracy of the 

record - there is no real truth in photography.  In this sense all photographs are a manipulation of 

the real world either intentionally or unintentionally. The mere fact that as photographers we 

capture out of context small two dimensional snippets of a very large three dimensional world is 

alone proof of this fact. 

Photographs do not need visual truth to totally communicate ideas or principles. Just as a parable, 

that may be entirely fictitious, can express truth far better than a literal description, a photograph 



from which some element has been deliberately removed will show a view that never really existed 

but it may better express truth than it would with the element left in place. 

Taking photographs is the process of making visual records that represent, as accurately as possible,  

what is before us.  

Making Photographs 

Making photographs is a very different process. To make a photograph is to create, using available 

tools, an image that takes a photographer's idea and communicates it visually to the viewer. Making 

photographs requires creativity that is far removed from the literal record. Making photographs 

generally requires considerably more effort and input than taking photographs. 

When we consider the creativity of an image we are looking for more than a photograph that simply 

records the subject. We are looking for a photograph that interprets the subject and shows some 

attempt by the photographer to include some of their artistic inner self. We looking for a 

photograph carries the photographer’s message or invokes an understanding, a mood or feeling in 

the viewer. 

When an artist of any kind looks at his subject, he looks with everything he 

is. Everything that he has lived, learned, observed and experienced 

combines to enable him to identify himself with the subject and look with 

insight, perception, imagination and understanding. The technical process 

simply serves as a vehicle of transcription and not as the art. 

Edward Steichen, A Life in Photography 

The essential difference between the creative photograph and the record photograph is that with 

the creative image the photographer starts with an idea and uses the visual language of 

photography to transmit that idea in the form of a message to the viewer. 

The creative image delivers much more than the appearance of some object, it delivers the 

photographer’s thoughtful interpretation of what the object means. 

The record image does nothing more than present a forensic view of the object. 

Subject and Subject Matter 

There is a clear distinction between the subject of the photograph and the subject matter used in its 

creation. 

The subject is what the photograph is about – its message or what it is communicating. The subject 

matter is the material included in the photograph to illustrate the subject and transmit the message. 

When making photographs it is important to understand this and to look for subject matter that 

supports the subject of the image. 

For example, your subject may be love or relationships and the subject matter you use to illustrate it 

may be a boy and a girl looking into each other’s eyes. 

In order to present a clear and unambiguous message a photograph must have only one subject. You 

often hear photographers and evaluators talk of the main subject of the photograph – this is a totally 

false premise because of the requirement for having just one subject. Among the subject matter we 

use to illustrate the subject we could well have a main object and one or more subordinate objects, 

but these must never be confused with or taken as being the subject of the photograph. 

When used creatively and artistically as a means of communication photography is subjective. What 

is photographed and how it is photographed is very much in the eye of the beholder. In any given 

situation creative photographers will come up with a range of results that reflect their personal style 



and outlook. Each will interpret the situation differently and all will create an image that has a 

message relating the subject that expresses their idea or thoughts about the subject. 

When used mechanically to record the world, photography becomes quite objective. In this situation 

it is likely that a number of photographers will present very similar results when presented with a 

subject. Results that are substantially more technical and less interpretive. 

Purely objective photographs make relatively accurate records but have difficulty in making 

memorable images or conveying ideas in the form of messages. 

Creative Targets In Photography 

Creative photography cannot be governed by rules. Rules only stifle creativity and impair the 

photographer's individuality and style.  

It is impossible to give you rules that enable you to compose. If it were 

possible to compose pictures by rule, Titian and Veronese would be ordinary 

men. 

John Ruskin 

There are, however, some creative targets to which photographers can aim. 

Evolutionary style – generate a style that reflects you and remains contemporary. Your style should 

evolve as you as a photographer evolve and not remain static over time. If you are making 

photographs the same way as you did five years ago, you are in a photographic rut. 

Designed concepts – base your images on a set of concepts that you have carefully designed and not 

left to chance alone. 

Optical cohesion – use the concepts of visual language and composition to achieve images that 

present a unified and integrated whole. Images that do not contain any extraneous subject matter. 

Introspective imagery – create images from within. Images that reflect you, your views and what you 

want to say, not copies of what others have done or simple records. 

Effective communication – the major objective of photography is the communication of a message, 

feeling or mood. Make images that do this effectively and engage the viewer. 

Immediacy – a major characteristic of photography is its ability to capture a moment in time, use this 

characteristic to create images that capture an immediate message. 

Asceticism – be rigidly devoted to the creation of meaningful images that convey your heartfelt ideas 

and messages. 

Technical virtuosity – become sufficiently competent with the technical aspects of the medium to 

allow you to create your messages with clarity and purpose. 

Image Effectiveness 

The effectiveness of an image relates to how well we use photographic processes and techniques 

and our artistic skills to generate a visual communication of our idea or message.  

We can choose image elements such as monochrome or colour, high or low key, quality and 

direction of lighting, landscape or portrait format, the use and control of negative space and final 

picture shape.  

Ask yourself if there is subject matter included that does not add to the message? Are there 

elements of subject matter missing that would add to or clarify the message? 



We need to ensure our choices make the image more effective in its ability to communicate. This 

includes whether the elements of the subject matter used to illustrate the subject of the image work 

in concert with each other to create unity in the message.  

For example, does the use of toning enhance the image effectiveness or was it applied for no 

apparent reason? 

Ultimately the creativity must come from within each photographer and must be a demonstration of 

the inner artist coming to the fore. 

Creative Processes 

Editing Tools 

Modern digital photography editing software contains a multitude of tools we can use for processing 

our images. We need to be careful to use these tools creatively to enhance our photographic 

messages and not over use them.  

Filters from the huge range available are often used clumsily because they are there and not 

because they creatively enhance the image. As photographers in the relatively new digital era we 

must be aware of what is available and learn how to select and apply filters creatively to enhance 

the image in a way that supports our idea and communication. 

We must ensure that we use the tools to achieve a desired end result that assists with our use of 

photography to visually communicate our ideas and messages. 

Use filters because they achieve a result not just because they are available. 

Viewpoint 

As we go about our daily lives we see the world from a viewpoint about 1.5 metres above the 

ground. 

If we make all of our images from this level, that is normal eye level, we are not showing our viewers 

anything different to what they normally see. 

A simple way to add creativity to your photographs is to find a different viewpoint. Get up high or 

down low to explore the subject from a different perspective. 

This is a very simple way to present a different interpretation of the subject. 

Shutter Speed 

Try using a slow shutter speed. 

This can be effective when speed is part of the subject or the message you are conveying. 

Selection of the right shutter speed can be a bit of a challenge – it has to be slow enough to get the 

idea across but not so slow that the subject becomes unrecognisable to the point where the 

message is lost. 

Control Subject Matter 

To complete your message and to maintain clarity, add subject matter that supports your idea or 

subtract subject matter that does not support your idea. This can be done at the time you are 

selecting subject matter prior to capture, for example by in camera multiple exposures, or during 

post processing. 

By combining images or parts of images, subject matter can be included that enforces your message. 

If there is subject matter that is not adding to the message remove it. 



These techniques are not new and have been used either in camera or in the darkroom since 

photography began. But now it is much simpler to do. We are not looking for truth in the image but 

creativity and the ability to communicate a message visually. 

Remove Colour 

Sometimes colour can be a distraction. Removing the colour and creating a monochrome image can 

remove this distraction and make the message clearer. Monochrome can concentrate on the basics 

of form and structure without the distraction of colour. 

Picture Shape 

Add to your photograph’s communicative ability by considering the format and shape in conjunction 

with the format and shape of the composition of the subject matter. 

Too often the shape of the presented image is the same shape as the printing paper or the computer 

screen with no regard to the shape of the subject matter. This can lead to information being 

included that is not in context with the message or, worse, simply distracting. 

A landscape may look more restful and moody if you present it as a wide panorama. If you want a 

dynamic landscape it can sometimes be achieved by using a vertical format. 

Use of Focal Length 

You can use your lens technically or creatively. 

Technical use of lenses means using the focal length purely as a means of fitting it in or getting close 

without walking. That is using a wide angle lens when you are cramped for space or a long lens 

because you cannot get close enough for some reason. 

Creative use of the lens means that we use the lens focal length as a creative tool to achieve a 

desired perspective or to control depth of field. 

The wide angle lens allows us to make foreground objects appear larger and more exaggerated or 

dominant. Wide angle also gives us greater depth of field. 

On the other hand we can use a long lens to bring the background forward and give the impression 

of a compressed perspective. We can also obtain a shallow depth of field with long lenses. 

Use Key 

Use key to control the mood of your photograph. 

A low key will give a dark or sombre mood while a high key creates a light and airy mood. 

Care must be taken when using key to ensure that the image doesn’t simply look over or under 

exposed. This can be prevented by ensuring that some part of the image is rendered in the opposite 

key. 

Negative Space 

Negative space is the part of the image that contains no effective subject matter. Negative space can 

be used to great effect to control the message in the image. 

Photography vs Graphic Art 

When applying creative techniques using photo editing software we must always be mindful that the 

final image must be photographic and must never become a piece of graphic art if we are to remain 

true to the photographic process. 

To achieve this, evidence that the genesis of the image was born through the use of light must be 

apparent. 



And In Conclusion 

As with all art, the photographer’s objective is not the duplication of visual 

reality. 

Ansel Adams - Autobiography 

This quote sums up the challenge of making creative photographs. 

 


